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Chapterr  7 

Tableauu Reasoning with DFOL 

7.11 Introductio n 
Wee have shown how to make sure the semantics of a formula in DFOL (a, U) 
followw a given specification. In Chapter 5 we introduced an executable program 
interpretationn for formulas in DFOL(u), but we were not quite happy with the 
result;; it gave up all too often, and we had to simulate negation-as-failure, which 
wass a bit involved and did not make it particularly easy to deal with universal 
quantification. . 

Ourr plan now is to introduce an executable interpretation to DFOL(a, U), 
whichh is more faithful to the semantics, and works in a completely different way: 
itt is a tableau calculus. We start by describing a tableau calculus for DFOL (cr, U) 
makingg intensive use of our theory of explicit binding. The explicit bindings 
representt the intermediate results of calculation that get carried along in the 
computationn process. We illustrate with examples from standard first order rea-
soning,, imperative programming, and derivation of postconditions for imperative 
programs.. Later, we develop an infinitary calculus for DFOL(U, a ,3, *) , and pro-
videe a completeness proof, and finally we enunciate some of the relationships with 
existingg calculi. The first calculus that are the subject of this chapter forms the 
computationn and inference engine of Dynamo, our toy programming language for 
theoremm proving and computing with DFOL. 
Lett us consider a signature E; we will call C? the DFOL (a, U) language over E. 
Thee key relation we want to get to grips with in this chapter is the dynamic 
entailmentt relation that is due to [GS91]: 

7.1.1.. DEFINITION. [Entailment in DFOL] cf> dynamically entails ip, notation 
cf>cf> |= 0, if and only if: 

forr all LY, models Ai, all valuations s, u for M, if *[<A]j ^ then there is 
aa variable state u' for which ulV*]^ -

117 7 
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Inn the calculus we will need the function input((f>), the set of variables that 
havee an input constraining occurrence in <f>  (with <j>  € £E) , Let var[t) be the 
variabless occurring in t. The definition of input(<f>) is as follows: 

7.1.2.. DEFINITION. [Input constrained variables of £ s formulas] 

input(9) input(9) 

input(9;input(9; <j>) 

input(3v;input(3v; <p) 

input(Pt;input(Pt; <f>) 

input{t\input{t\ = t2',4>) 

input{-i{<j>i);input{-i{<j>i);  <j> 2) 

mptrf((0iU^2); 3̂) ) 

var(rng(0)) var(rng(0)) 

var(rng(0))var(rng(0)) U (input(<f>)\dom(9)) 

input((f>)\{v} input((f>)\{v} 

var(t)var(t) U input((f>) 

var{ti,var{ti, £2}  U input((f>) 

input(<f>\)input(<f>\)  U input{4>2) 

input{<j)i;input{<j)i;  fa) U input((f>2]  03)-

Thee following proposition (the DFOL counterpart to the finiteness lemma 
fromm classical FOL) can be proved by induction on formula structure: 

7.1.3.. PROPOSITION. For all £E models M, all valuations s,s',u,u' for M, all 
£ss formulas (j>: 

ss[4>]^[4>]^  and s ~vAR\inptrf(*) s' irnPlV 3u' w* ^ AtVf-

7.22 Tableaux for  DFOL(cr, U) 

7.2.11 Adaptation of Tableaux to Dynamic Reasoning 

Inn classical tableau theorem proving, we want to check the entailment relation by 
lookingg for a possibility of making the antecedent <f>  true and the consequent ip 
false.. If that fails, then we conclude that tp does follow from <f>;  and if it succeeds 
wee can build a counterexample from any tableau branch that remains open; see 
[vB86]. . 

Insteadd of the original method of keeping a formula we want to make true 
andd one we want to make false, and two rules for each operator (one for the false 
sidee and one for the true side), we have one formula $ we want to make true, 
andd two (types of) rules for each operator; one for positive and one for negative 
occurrences.. Consider for example the tableau rule for disjunction in classical 
logic;; a tableau splitting rule like V has the node with the disjunction (f>Vij;  above 
thee two branches with the disjuncts <f>  and ip. The rule V serves as the 'true side 
rule',, and is matched by a rule ->V for dealing with the 'false side'. 

/ \\ I 
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InIn the dynamic version of FOL, order matters: the sequencing operator ';' is not 
commutativee in general. Suppose $ were to consist of 3a;; Px and ->Px. Then 
iff  we read $ as 3x; Px; ->Px, we should get a contradiction, but if we read $ as 
-<Px;-<Px; 3x; Px then the formula has a model that contains both Ps and non-Ps. 

Supposee $ were to consist of just 3ar; Px; ->(Qx U Sx). Then we can apply 
thee ->U analogue of ->V to $, but we should make sure that the results of this 
application,, -<Qx and -*Sx, remain in the scope of 3x; Px. In other words, the 
resultt should be: 3a:; Px; ~>Qx; -<Sx (or 3x; Px; -<Sx; ~>Qx: being negated formu-
las,, -iQx and ->Sx are interchangeable), with both ->Qx and ->Sx in the dynamic 
scopee of the quantifier 3x. In the tableau calculus to be presented, we will ensure 
thatt negation rules ->o take dynamic context into account, and that all formulas 
comee with an appropriate binding context, to be supplied by explicit bindings. 

Locall  Bindings Versus Global Substitutions. As a rule, we don't apply 
bindingss to formulas unless it is needed; in fact, when processing a formula <f> 
withh a binding 0, we store the formula 8; (f> and apply the binding only as needed, 
forr example when processing an atom. We can see tableau theorem proving as 
thee process of building a domain D and finding out whether the requirements 
imposedd on Z) by $ are consistent, by decomposing the formulas into positive 
andd negative facts and seeing that there is no contradiction between them. We 
wil ll  employ an infinite set F8ko of skolem functions, with F^K, n FUN = 0, plus 
aa set of fresh variables X, with VAR n X = 0. Call the extended signature £*, 
andd the extended language £E» . Let TE* be the terms of the extended language, 
andd 7j£R the terms of the extended language without occurrences of members of 
XX (the frozen terms of £E*). We have then two instances of grounding: ground 
terms,, those without any variables, and frozen terms, without variables from X. 
Wee extend the notion to literals, and call an Cz* literal frozen if it contains only 
frozenn terms. 

Thee variables in X will function as universal tableau variables [Fit96]. Where 
thee bindings of the variables from VAR are local to a tableau branch, the bindings 
off  the variables from X are global to the whole tableau. Next to the (local) 
bindingss for the variables VAR of £ E, we introduce (global) substitutions a for 
thee fresh variables X in C&, and extend these to (sequences of) terms and (sets 
of)) formulas in the manner of Definition 1.4.14. A substitution a is a unifier of 
aa set of (sequences of) terms T if trT contains a single term (sequence of terms). 
Itt is a most general unifier (mgu) of T if a is a unifier of T, and for all unifiers p 
off  T there is a 6 with er = 0  p. Similarly for formulas. Note that only unifiers 
forr global substitutions (the term maps for the global tableau variables from X) 
wil ll  ever be computed. 

Thee definitions and results on binding extend to bindings with values in T^., 
andd to substitutions (domain C X, values in T^.). Still, the global substitutions 
playy an altogether different role in the tableau construction process, so we use a 
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differentt notation for them, and write (representations for) global substitutions 
as s 

{X ii  t -+ t i , . . . ,X n . 

7.2.22 Tableaux for  DFOL(<r,U ) Formula Sets 

Iff  E is a first order signature, a DFOL(<r, U) tableau over E is a finitely branching 
treee with nodes consisting of (sets of) £E* formulas. A branch in a tableau T is 
aa maximal path in T. We will follow custom in occasionally identifying a branch 
BB with the set of its formulas. 

Lett $ be a set of C% formulas. A DFOL(<r, U) tableau for $ is constructed by 
aa (possibly infinite) sequence of applications of the following rules: 

Initializatio nn The tree consisting of a single node \\ is a tableau for $. 

Bindin gg Composition Suppose T is a tableau for $ and B a branch in T. Let 
<f><f>  6 B U $, let 6; p occur in (f>, and let <f/ be the result of replacing 9; p in 
<f><f>  by 6 o p. Then the tree T' constructed from T by extending B by <f>'  is a 
tableauu for <£>. 

Expansionn Suppose T is a tableau for $ and B a branch in T. Let <f>  € B U $. 
Thenn the tree T' constructed from T by extending B according to one of 
thee tableau expansion rules presented in subsection 7.2.3, applied to <f>,  is a 
tableauu for $. 

Equalit yy Replacement Suppose T is a tableau for <J> and B a branch in T. 
Lett f i = t2 € B U $ or t2 = tx € B u $, and L(t3) e B U $, where L is 
aa literal. Suppose ^,£3 are unifiable with MGU a. Then T' constructed 
fromm T by applying <r  to all formulas in T, and extending branch <TB with 
L(o"£2)) is a tableau for $. 

Closuree Suppose T is a tableau for $ and B a branch in T, and L, 1/ are literals 
inn B U $. If L, L' are unifiable with MGU a then T' constructed from T 
byy applying <r to all formulas in T is a tableau for $. 

AA tableau branch can be considered a conjunction of formulas: all of them have 
too be true for that particular branch to remain open. Since we want to include 
treatmentt of identities, the closure of a branch is more involved than in classical 
freee variable tableaux. When checking for closure, we can consider variables 
fromm VAR as existentially quantified: occurrence of Pv along branch B does not 
meann that everything has property P, but rather that the element called v has 
P.P. We can freeze the parameters from X by mapping them to fresh parameters 
fromm VAR. Applying a freezing substitution to a tableau replaces references to 
'arbitraryy objects' x, y,..., by 'arbitrary names.' We can then determine closure 
off  a branch B in terms of the congruence closure of the set of equalities occurring 
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inn a frozen image <rB of the branch. See [BN98], Chapter 4, for what follows 
aboutt congruence closures. 

Iff  $ is a set of C%* formulas without parameters from X, the congruence 
closuree of $, notation «$, is the smallest congruence on T that contains all the 
equalitiess in $. In general, «*  will be infinite: if a = b is an equality in $, 
andd ƒ is a one-placed function symbol in the language, then «*  will contain 
fafa = ƒ6, f fa = ƒ ƒ ft, ƒ ƒ fa = fffb, Therefore, one uses congruence closure 
moduloo some finite set instead. 

Lett S be the set of all sub-terms (not necessarily proper) of terms occurring in 
aa literal in $. Then the congruence closure of $ modulo S, notation CCs($), is 
thee finite set of equalities « $ n ( Sx S). We can decide whether t = i! in CCs($); 
[BN98]]  gives an algorithm for computing CCs(G), for finite sets of equalities G 
andd terms S, in polynomial time. 

7.2.1.. DEFINITION, t as if is suspended in a frozen £E. formula set $ if t = 
t'' € CCs($). We extend this notation to sequences: t fa r7 is suspended in $ if 
i ii  « fl5..., tn » fn are suspended in $. 

AA frozen £E* formula set # is closed if either ->(9) G $ (recall that _L is 
ann abbreviation for -"(Q)), or for some t fa t' suspended in $ we have Pt € $, 
-iPf77 G $, or for a pair of terms t\,t2 with i i fa t<i  suspended in $ we have 
t ii  / <2 € $

AA tableau T is c/ose<2 if there is a freezing substitution er of T such that each 
off  its branches aB is closed. 

7.2.33 Tableau Expansion Rules 

Notee that we can take the form of any £E* formula to be 0; 0, by prefixing or 
suffixingg [] if necessary. The tableau rules have the effect that bindings get pushed 
fromm left to right in the tableaux, and appear as computed results at the open 
endd nodes. 

Conjunctiv ee Type. Here are the rules for formulas of conjunctive type (type 
aa in the Smullyan typology): 
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9;9; Pt; <f>  0\h= t2; <f> 
11 i 
11 1 

petpet 9tx = 9t2 
0;; <f>  9 o [Qtilv\, <f> 

wheree 9ti = ve VAR, i e {1,2} 

-(0;; (faufa); fa) 9; ((fa)); fa 

-(0;; fa; fa) ((9; fa)) 

-(0;; fa; fa) 0; fa 

9,9, *i = t2, <j> 
l l 1 1 

9t\9t\ — 9t2 

9;9; <j> 

wheree 9t{ £ VAR,iG {1,2} 

0;; --{fa); fa 

-(0;; fa) 

0;; fa 

Calll  the formula at the top node of a rule of this kind a and the formulas at 
thee leaves cci,a2. To expand a tableau branch B by an a rule, extend B with 
bothh a\ and ot2. 

Disjunctiv ee Type. The rules for formulas of disjunctive type (Smullyan's type 

/»)) = 

-(0; ; 

^P9t ^P9t 

Pt;; fa 

-(0;; fa 

-(0;; t i = 

0*11 # 0t2 

== *2; fa 

-(0;; ^) 

0; ; 

0;0 0 

(faL (faL 

ufa ufa 

fa); fa); 

0;fa 0;fa 

fa fa 

;fa ;fa 

-(0;; -

((0;; fa)) 

{fay, {fay, 

((0; ; 

fa) fa) 

« « 

Calll  the formula at the top node of a rule of this kind /3, the formula at the 
leftt leaf Pi and the formula at the right leaf fi2. To expand a tableau branch B 
byy a /? rule, either extend B with Pi or with fi2. 

Universall  Type. Rule for universal formulas (Smullyan's type 7): 

- (0;;  3v; fa 

-i{6o[x/v];-i{6o[x/v];  fa 

Heree x is a universal variable taken from X that is new to the tableau. Call 
thee formula at the top node of a rule of this kind 7(1?), and the formula at the 
leaff  71. To expand a tableau branch B by a 7 rule, extend B with 71. 
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Existentiall  Type. Rule for existential formulas (Sraullyan's type 6): 

0 ;;  3 v ; <f> 
I I 

6o6o [skg.3v.^(xi,... ,xn)/v];  <j> 

Heree x i , . . . , x„  are the universal parameters upon which interpretation of 
3v;3v; (f> depends, and skfl.^.^xi,..., xn) is a skolem constant that is new to the 
tableauu branch.1 

Byy Proposition 7.1.3, {xi,... ,xn}  is a subset of input(9; Bv; <f>),  or, since no 
memberss of X occur in <f>  or in dom(9), a subset of Xninput(0) = X(~)var(rng(9)). 
Promm this set, we only need2 

{x i , . . . ,, xn]  :=  X n var{rng{9 \ {input{<f>)\{v}))). 

Calll  the formula at the top node of a rule of this kind ö(v), and the formula 
att the leaf <$i. To expand a tableau branch B by a S rule, extend B with 6\. 

Thee tableau calculus specifies guidelines for extending a tableau tree with 
neww leaf nodes. If one starts out from a single formula, at each stage only a finite 
numberr of rules can be applied. Breadth first search will get us all the possible 
tableauu developments for a given initial formula, but this procedure is not an 
algorithmalgorithm for tableau proof construction; it doesn't tell us how to choose which 
branchh to expand or what to freeze variables from X to. We'll see the algorithm 
implementingg this calculus in chapter 8. 

7.33 Soundness of the Calculus 
Valuationss for S*  models M. = (D, I) are functions in VAR U X —t D. Any such 
functionn g can be viewed as a union s U h of a function s € VAR —> D and a 
functionn h € X —t D (take s = g \ VAR and h = g \ X). For satisfaction in 
E**  models we use the notation su/»^ ]̂  to be understood in the obvious way. 
InIn terms of this we define the notion that we need to account for the universal 
naturee of the X variables. 

7.3.1.. DEFINITION. Let <j>  € £s. , M - {D, I) a S*  model, s,u e VAR -  D. 

xItt is well-known that this can be optimized so that the choice of skolem constant only 
dependss on 8; 3r; <j>. 

2Inn an implementation, it may be more efficient to not bother about computing input{<j>), 
andd instead work with {iCi,...,zn}  : = X n var(rng(d)}. 
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Thenn )\4\M iff for every h : X -  D there i s a u: VAR UX  ̂ D with 
SUA[0]^-- We say: s universally satisfies <j>  in M.. 

Forr any tableau T we say that C(T) if there is an E*  model M, a branch £ 
off  T and a VAR valuation s for M such that every formula <f>  of £? is universally 
satisfiedd by s in M.. 

7.3.2.. LEMMA , ƒƒ S universally satisfies (j>  in M, and a is a substitution on X 
thatthat is safe for <f>,  then s universally satisfies er<f> in Ai. 

Proof.Proof. If ^ [0 ] ^ then for every X valuation h in M there is a VAR U X valuation 
uu in M with JU/JMJ -̂ Thus for every h in M there is a VAR U X valuation u in 
AiAi with 

andd therefore for every h in M there is a VAR U X valuation u in M with 

Sincee or is safe for <j>  we have by the binding lemma that [«r^J^1 = [a; <f>] M, and 
itt follows that s universally satisfies <r<j)  in M. H 

Withh this, we can show that the tableau building rules preserve the C(T) 
relation. . 

7.3.3.. LEMM A (TABLEAU EXPANSION LEMMA) . 

1.1. If tableau T for $ yields tableau T' by an application of binding composition, 
thenthen C(T) implies C(T'). 

2.2. If tableau T for $ yields tableau T" by an application of a tableau expansion 
rule,rule, then C(T) implies C(T'). 

3.3. If tableau T for $ yields tableau T' by an application of equality replacement, 
thenthen C(T) implies C(T'). 

4-4- If tableau T for $ yields tableau T1 by an application of closure, then C(T) 
impliesimplies C(T'). 

Proof.Proof. 1. Immediate from the fact that 6; p and 9op have the same interpretation. 
2.. All of the a and /? rules are straightforward, except perhaps for the a 

equalityy rules. The change of $ to 0 o [$ti/v],  where Otj = v (i,j € {1,2} , z ̂  j ,) 
reflectss the fact that 9t\ = Ot  ̂ gives us the information to instantiate v. 

Thee 7 rule. Assume ->(0; 3v; <£) is universally satisfied by s in M. We may 
assumee that 9 is safe for 3u; <j>.  If x € X, x fresh to the tableau, then 9 o [x/v] 
wil ll  be safe for <f>,  and ->(9 o [x/v];  <j>)  will be universally satisfied by s in M.. 
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Thee <5 rule. Assume s universally satisfies 9; 3v\ <f>  in M.. By induction on 
tableauu structure, dom(9) C VAR. Define a new model M' where sk* ,^ is 
interpretedd as the function ƒ : Dn -»  D given by 

f(di,...,df(di,...,dnn)) := some d for which <fi  succeeds in M 

forr input state s$[di/xi,..., dn/xn,d/v]. 

Byy the fact that s universally satisfies 9; Sv; <j>  in M and by the way we have 
pickedd xi,...,xn, such a d must exist. Then s will universally satisfy 9 o 
[skö;3t»;^(xi,... .,xn)/v];<f>  in M', while universal satisfaction of other formulas 
onn the branch is not affected by the switch from M to M'. 

33 and 4 follow immediately from Lemma 7.3.2. H 

7.3.4.. THEOREM (SOUNDNESS). If<t>,ip€.  £E, and the tableau for <j>\  -i(V') closes, 
thenthen <j>  (= ip-

Proof.Proof. If the tableau for <j>;  ->{ip)  closes, then by the Tableau Expansion Lemma, 
theree are no M, s such that )[<f>;  ~>{ip)] M. Since 0, ip G £%, there are no M, s, u 
withh ,[0; -'(tp)]^- In other words, for every E model M and every pair of variable 
statess s, u for M. with »[0]^ there has to be a variable state u' with «[^J^1. Thus, 
wee have <f>  (= ip in the sense of Definition 7.1.1. H 

7.44 Derived Principles 
Universall  Quantification . Immediately from the definition of Vu{0) we get: 

0;Vv(fc);fc c 

( ( 9 o [ x M ^ ) ) ) 

ö;02 2 

wheree x E X new to the tableau 

Blockss Detachment. A sequence of blocks ; . -; 5 where  is 
eitherr ((0«)) or —1(̂ ), yields the set of its components, by a series of applications 
off  distribution of the empty substitution over block or negation. This is useful, 
ass the formulas , n) can be processed in any order. In a schema: 

1 n) ) 

) ) 

M M 
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Negationn Splitting . The following rules are admissible in the calculus: 

g6V))) -tex) ((<£;-#))) -0£;x) 
Negationn splitting can be viewed as the DFOL guise of a well known principle 

fromm modal logic: 0(A V B ) - ^ (0 4̂ V OB). To see the connection, note that 
-i(<£;; ->(V0; x) is semantically equivalent to -"(0; ->(tp U _|(x)))» where ->(<f>; ) 
behavess as a  modality. 

7.55 Some Examples 
InIn the examples we will use VQ, V\, ... as 0-ary skolem terms for v, etcetera. 

Syllogisticc Reasoning. Consider the syllogism: 

\/x{Ax\/x{Ax -  Bx), Vx(5x -  Cx) \= Vx{Ax -»> Car). 

Thiss is an abbreviation of (7.1). 

~>{3x;~>{3x;  Ax;~>Bx),->(3x;Bx;->Cx) (= -i(3x;Ax;->Cx) (7.1) 

Thee DF0L((7, U) tableau for this example, a tableau refutation of 

->(3x;->(3x; Ax; ->Bx); ->(3x; Bx; ->Cx); ((3x; Ax; ->Cx]j 

iss in Figure 7.1. 

Reasoningg about *< \ Consider example (7.2). 

yy <x;^{3x;3y;x < y). (7.2) 

Thiss is contradictory, for first two objects of different size are introduced, and 
nextt we are told that all objects have the same size. The contradiction is derived 
ass follows: 

yy < x; ^{3x; By; x < y) 

yy < x 

^(3x;3y;x^(3x;3y;x < y) 
I I 

^{{xi/x,x^{{xi/x,x22fy];x<y) fy];x<y) 

I I 
{xi{xi  i-t y, x2 H> x} 

x x 
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i(3x;; Ax; -<Bx); ->(3:c; 5a;; -iCx); ((3a;; Ax; -<Cx)) 

-^Ax -^Ax 

{x{x H-+ Xi} 
X X 

-i(3a;;.Aa:;; -iJ3ar) 
-i(3a;;; Ba;;->Ca;) 
((3x;; Ax; ->Cx)) 

(([xi/x];Ax;-.Cx) ) ) 

AxAx i 

(([x!/x];-iCx) ) ) 

-CX! ! 

(([*l/s]) ) ) 

-i([x/x] ;; Ax; -iBx) 

-i([x/x];-i([x/x];  -iSx) 

Sa; ; 

^{[y/x\;Bx;^Cx) ^{[y/x\;Bx;^Cx) 

;^Cx) ;^Cx) 

{x^x{x^xuuyy H-Xi} 
x x 

{x\-txi,yi-txi} {x\-txi,yi-txi} 
x x 

Figuree 7.1: DFOL(cr, U) Tableau for Syllogistic Reasoning (7.1). 
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Computationn of Answer  Substitutions. The following example illustrates 
howw the tableau calculus can be used to compute answer substitutions for a query. 

I < 3 ; II  = 5 U I = 2 

xx < 3 
x=x= 5Ux=2 

xx = 5 x = 2 

[5/1]]  [2/x] 

AA combination with model checking or term rewriting (see [DHK98]) can be 
usedd to get rid of the left branch. Adding the relevant axioms for < would achieve 
thee same. See the next example. 

Mor ee Reasoning about <. Assume that 1, 2 ,3 , . .. are shorthand for sO, ssO,... 
Wee derive a contradiction from the assumption that 5 < 2 together with two ax-
iomss for <. See Figure 7.2, with arrows connecting the literals that effect closure. 

Computationn of Answer  Substitutions, wit h Variabl e Reuse. Figure 7.3 
demonstratess how the computed answer substitution stores the final value for x, 
underr the renaming x\. Because of the renaming, the database information for 
X\X\ does not conflict with that for x. 

Closuree by Equalit y Replacement. This example illustrates closure by means 
off  equality replacement, in reasoning about 3x; 3y; x ^ y; 3x; ->(By; x ^ y). Note 
thatt X\,yi,xi serve as names for objects in the domain under construction. What 
thee argument boils down to is: if the name X2 applies to everything, then it cannot 
bee the case that there are two different objects X\,yi. See Figure 7.4. 

Thee first application of equality replacement in Figure 7.4 unifies x with x\ 
andd concludes from x2 = x,x\ ^ y\ that x2 ^ y\. The second application of 
equalityy replacement unifies y with  and concludes from x2 = y, x2 ^ V\ that 
xx22 ƒ x2-

Loopp Invarian t Checking. To check that x = y\ is a loop invariant for y :— 
yy + l;x := x *y, assume it is not, and use the calculus to derive a contradiction 
withh the definition of !. Note that y :=  y + I; x :=  x * y appears in our notation 
ass [y + l/y];  [x * y/x\. See Figure 7.5. A more detailed account would of course 
havee to use the DFOL definitions of +, * and !. 
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i(3x;; x < 0); 4 < 2; -t(3ar; 3y; sx < sy; -a < j/) 

-i(3»;ajj  < 0) 

4 < 2 2 

-i(3a;;; 3y; sx < sy; -<x < y) 
I I 

->Qx/xhx->Qx/xhx < 0) 

->x->x < 0" 
I I 

<[y/a;,, z/y]; sx < sy; ->x < y) 

Figuree 7.2: More Reasoning about <. 
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xx = 0; x = y U y = 2; 3x; x = 2 

xx = 0 

[0/x];; a; = y U t/ = 2; 3x; x = 2 

[0/x];; x = y;3x;x = 2 [0/x]; 2/ = 2; 3x; x = 2 

0=y0=y 2 =y 
[0/x,, O/?/]; 3a;; x = 2 [0/x, 2/y]; 3x; x = 2 

[x[x 11/x,0/y];x/x,0/y];x = 2 [xi/x,2/y];x = 2 

xii  = 2 xi = 2 

[xi/x ,, 0/j/, 2/xi] [xi/x , 2/y, 2/xi] 

Figuree 7.3: Computation of Answer Substitutions, with Variable Reuse 

Loopp Invarian t Detection. This time, we inspect the code [x*(y + l)/x];  [y + 
1/y]1/y] starting from scratch. Since y is the variable that gets incremented, we may 
assumee that x depends on y via an unknown function ƒ. Thus, we start in a 
situationn where fy = x. We check what has happened to this dependency after 
executionn of the code [x * (y + l)/x] ; [y + 1/y], by means of a tableau calculation 
forr fy = x; [x * (y + l)/x] ; [y + 1/y]; fy = x. See Figure 7.6. The tableau shows 
thatt [x * (y + l)/x] ; [y + 1/y] is a loop for the factorial function. 

Postconditionn Reasoning for  'I f Then Else'. For another example of this, 
considerr a loop through the following programming code: 

ii  :=  i + 1; if x < a[i]  then x := a[i]  else skip. (7.3) 

Assumee we know that before the loop x is the maximum of array elements a[0] 
throughh a[i].  Then our calculus allows us to derive a characterization of the value 
off  x at the end of the loop. Note that the loop code appears in DFOL(<7, U) under 
thee following guise: 

[i[i  + 1/i];  (x < a[i];  [a[i]/x]  U ->x < a[i\). 

Thee situation of x at the start of the loop can be given by an identity x = m°, 
wheree m is a two-placed function. To get a characterization of x at the end, we 
justt put X = x (X a constant) at the end, and see what we get (Figure 7.7). What 
thee leaf nodes tell us is that in any case, X is the maximum of a[0], ..,a[i + 1], 
andd this maximum gets computed in x. 
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3a;;; 3y; x ^ y; 3x; -Gj/; x ^ y 

[x[x 11/x,/x, yi/y}; x^y; 3x; -By; xj^y 

[x2/x,yi/y};^3y;x^y [x2/x,yi/y};^3y;x^y 

^[x^[x22/x,x/y];x^y /x,x/y];x^y 

xx22 = x 

{x{x !->• Xi} 

X2X2 Ï 2/1 

%2/x,y/y];x%2/x,y/y];x £y 

xx22 = y 

{y{y *•* 2/1} 

X2X2 ¥" X2 

X X 

Figuree 7.4: Reasoning With Equality 

xx = y\\ [y + 1/y]; [x * y/x}; x^y\ 

[y\/x];[y\/x]; [y + 1/y}; [x * y/x]; x^y\ 

[y\/x,y+l/y]; [y\/x,y+l/y]; x*y/x];x^y\ x*y/x];x^y\ 

[y[y + l/y,y\* (y + l)/x];x ^ y\ 

y\*{yy\*{y + l)^{y + l)l 

Figuree 7.5: Loop Invariant Checking. 
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fyfy = x;[x*(y + l)/x};  [y + 1/y}; fy = x 

fyfy = x 

[fy/x];[fy/x];  [x * (y + l)/x]\ [y + 1/y]; fy = x 

[fy[fy  * (y + \)/x]\ [y + 1/y]; fy = x 

[fy[fy  *{y + l)/x, y + 1/y]; fy = x 

f(yf(y + l)=fy*(y+l) 

[fy*(y[fy*(y  + l)/x,y + l/y] 

Figuree 7.6: Loop Invariant Detection. 

xx — m°; [i  + 1/t]; x < a[i};  [a[i]/x]  U ->x < a[i}\  X = x 

[m°/x);[m°/x); [i  + 1/t']; x < a[i\;  [a[i]/x]  U -uc < a[t]; X = x 

[m°/x,[m°/x, i + 1/t]; a; < a[i]; [a[t]/af] U - *  < o[»]; X = x 

[m°/x,[m°/x, i + 1/t]; a; < a[i]; [a[t]/x] ; X = a: U \m\jx, i + 1/t]; ->a; < a[t]; X = x 

[m°/x,[m°/x, i + 1/t]; x < o[t]; [a[t]/x] ; X 

m?? < a[t + 1] 
[m°/x,[m°/x, i + 1/t]; [a[i]/a;] ; X = a; 

[t ++ 1/t, a[i + l]/x]; X = a; 

XX = a[i + 1] 
[tt + 1/t, a[i + l]/x] 

[m!-/x,i[m!-/x,i  + 1/t]; -ix < o[t]; Jf = x 

imff  < o[t + 1], [mS/x, i + 1/t]; X = a: 

-imff  < a[i + 1] 

[ml/x,[ml/x, i + 1/t] 

Figuree 7.7: Postcondition Reasoning For  (7.3). 

file:///m/jx
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7.66 Completeness 
Completenesss for this calculus can be proved by a variation on completeness 
proofss for tableau calculi in classical FOL. First we define trace sets for DFOL(a, U) 
ass an analogue to Hintikka sets for FOL. A trace set is a set of DFOL(er, u) for-
mulass satisfying the closure conditions that can be read off from the tableau 
rules.. Trace sets can be viewed as blow-by-blow accounts of particular consistent 
DFOL(a,U)) computation paths (i.e., paths that do not close). 

7.6.1.. DEFINITION. A set \& of Cv formulas is a trace set if the following hold: 

i .. -.(0) i $. 

2.. If 0 G $, then 0 £ * . 

3.. If 0; 0 <E * , then dtp e * . 

4.. If a € * then all a{ € \I>. 

5.. If ft e * then at least one & € vl(. 

6.. If 7(u) € * , then 71 (t) € * for all*  € T ^R (all terms that do not contain 
variabless from X). 

7.. If S{v) E tf, then 6i(t) € # for some t € T%*R (some term t that does not 
containn variables from X). 

Thiss definition is motivated by the Trace Lemma: 

7.6.2.. LEMMA (TRACE LEMMA) . The elements of every trace set  ̂ are simul-
taneouslytaneously satisfiable. 

Proof.Proof. Define a canonical model A4o in the standard fashion, using congruence 
closuree on the trace set ^ over the set of terms occurring in $, to get a suitable 
congruencee = on terms. Next, define a canonical valuation SQ by means of SQ{V) := 
[v]=[v]=  for members of VAR and 3o(sk?) = [sk°]= for 0-ary skolem terms. Verify that 
ss00 satisfies every member of $ in M.Q. H 

Too employ the lemma, we need the standard notion of a fair computation 
rule.. A computation rule is a function F that for any set of formulas $ and any 
tableauu T, computes the next rule to be applied on T. This defines a partial 
orderr on the set of tableaux for $, with the successor of T given by F. Then 
theree is a (possibly infinite) sequence of tableaux for $ starting from the initial 
tableau,, and with supremum T^. A computation rule F is fair if the following 
holdss for all branches B in T^: 

1.. All formulas of type a, $, 5 occurring on B or in $ were used to expand B, 
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2.. All formulas of type 7 occurring on B or in $ were used infinitely often to 
expandd B. 

7.6.3.. THEOREM (COMPLETENESS). For all </>, V € C^: if'<f>\=  tp then there is 
aa tableau refutation of <j>;-<(ip). 

Proof.Proof. Let To, . .. be a sequence of tableaux for <fi;  -<(tp) constructed with a fair 
computationn rule, without closure rule applications, and with supremum T ^. 
Definee a freezing map cr,» on T ^ in the standard fashion (see, e.g., [HahOl]). 
InIn particular, let (J3jt)jt>o be an enumeration of the branches of Too, let (<&)j>o 
bee an enumeration of the type 7 formulas of T,», and let Xijk be the variable 
introducedd for the j- th application of 7 formula <fo along branch B^. If (fy)j>o is 
ann enumeration of all the frozen terms of T ^ , we can set c^Xijk) := tj for all 
hh h k > 0. Note that a  ̂ is not, strictly speaking, a substitution since dom(a,00) 
iss not finite. 

Supposee O-QOTOO contains an open branch. Then from this branch we would get 
aa trace set, which in turn would give a canonical model and a canonical valuation 
forr <j>;  ->(ip), and contradiction with the assumption that <f>  \= ip. Therefore, 
""ooTooo must be closed. 

Sincee the tree T ^ is finitely branching and all formulas having an effect on 
closuree are at finite distance from the root, there is a finite Tn with o"ooTn closed. 
Finally,, construct an MGU <r  for T„  on the basis of the part of (T  ̂ that is actually 
usedused in the closure of Tn, and we are done. H 

7.6.4.. THEOREM (COMPUTATION THEOREM). If<f>  is satisfiable, then all bind-
ingsings 9 produced by open tableau branches B satisfy S[0]^S where Ai is the canon-
icalical model constructed from B, and s the canonical valuation. 

Proof.Proof. Let To, . .. be a sequence of tableaux for <f>  constructed with a fair compu-
tationn rule, without closure rule applications, and with supremum T,». Consider 
«TOOTQO,, where «Too is the canonical freezing substitution. Then since <j>  is satis-
fiable,fiable, «TOOTQC will have open branches (Bk)k>o (the number need not be finite). 
Itt follows from the format of the tableau expansion rules that every open branch 
wil ll  develop one binding. 

AA binding 9 ^ [] occurs non-protected in a formula of the form 9; ip. Check 
thatt the tableau expansion rules on formulas of the forms ((^)) or ->(tp) never yield 
(nontrivial)) non-protected bindings. Check that each application of an a, /?, 7 or 
55 rule to a formula with a non-protected binding extends a branch with exactly 
onee non-protected binding. It follows that every tableau branch £?*  has a highest 
nodee where a formula of the form 9 appears. This 9 can be thought of as the 
resultt of pulling the initial binding [] through the initial formula <f>.  For every 
suchh B). and 9 there is a finite Tn with a branch B  ̂ that already contains (a 
generalizationn of) 6. 

Itt can be proved by induction on the length of B  ̂ that sl^l^S for M the 
canonicall  model and s the canonical valuation for that branch. H 
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Notee that the computation theorem gives no recipe for generating all correct 
bindingss for a given <f>.  Specifying appropriate computation rules for generating 
thesee bindings for specific sets of DF0L(<7, U) formulas remains a topic for future 
research. . 

Variation ::  Using the Calculus wit h a Fixed Model. Computing with 
respectt to a fixed model is just a slight variation on the general scheme. The 
techniquee of using tableau rules for model checking is well known. Assume that 
aa model M = (£>, I) is given. Then instead of storing ground predicates POt 
(groundd equalities 6t\ = 9t2), we check the model for M =̂ POt (for [flti] ^  = 
[0*2]"̂ ) ,, and close the branch if the test fails, continue otherwise. Similarly, 
insteadd of storing ground predicates POt (ground equalities 0t\ = #£2) under 
negation,, we check the model for M ^ POt (for \6ti\M # l0t2]

M), and close the 
branchh if the test fails, continue otherwise. 

7.77 Extending the Language 

7.7.11 Local variables: the Hidin g operator 

Considerr the language of DFOL(er, U,3), that is, the extension of the logic we 
havee been using with the 3 operator. This extension gives a 'classical' existential 
quantifierr to DFOL, and it is therefore quite straightforward to state tableau rules 
too handle it: 

0;; 3u(^i); <fa 

0;4>i[sk0;4>i[sk66..3vi<l3vi<l ,(xu,(xu...,x„)/v];...,x„)/v];  <fa 

wheree again Xi,...,xn are the universal parameters upon which interpretation 
off  3v; (j>  depends, and s k ^ ^ a ï i , . . ., xn) is a skolem constant that is new to the 
tableauu branch. The rule for the negated hiding operator would be just the same 
ass the 7-rule: 

0;; -.<3vfói)); <h 

-i(0o[x/v];<l>i) -i(0o[x/v];<l>i) 
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wheree a; is a universal variable taken from X that is new to the tableau. In 
fact,, since the difference between the classical and dynamic interpretations of the 
existentiall  quantifier lies in this context in the scope of the quantifier, negation 
bringss them to the same form, and the rule for negated 3 operator is the same as 
thee 7 rule. Soundness and completeness for rules involving this operator follow 
fromm soundness and completeness of the 6 and 7 rules. 

7.7.22 Iteration : the Kleene star 

Lett us now add the Kleene star operator, making our language DFOL(<r, U, *) ; 
Thee intended relational meaning of <f>*  is that (j) gets executed a finite (> 0) 
numberr of times. This extension is then a full-fledged programming language. 

Thee semantic clause for <f>*  runs as follows: 

sWJisWJi44 iff either s = u 

orr 3Sl,..., sn(n > 1) with , [ f l £ , . . . , SJ<C*. 

Itt is easy to see that it follows from this definition that: 

, fo*] **  iff either a = u or 3Sl with , [0 ]£ and Sl{4>*V?  • (7.4) 

Note,, however, that (7.4) is not equivalent to the definition of  s [</>*]£*  1 for (7.4) 
doess not rule out infinite <f> paths. 

Lett <fin be given by: 0° := \\ and 4>n+i := <f>; (f>n. Now (j)* is equivalent to 'for 
somee n e N : <f>n\ 

Whatt we will do in our calculus for DFOL(cr, U, *) is take (7.4) as the cue to 
thee star rules. This will allow star computations to loop, which does not pose 
anyy problem, given that we extend our notion of closure to 'closure in the limit ' 
(seee below). 

Thee calculus for DFOL((T, U, *) has all expansion rules of the DFOL(a, U) 
calculus,, plus the following a*  and /?*  rules. 

a*a* expansion rule. Call ip* the star formula of the rule. 

->(0;x) ) 
^(0;^;V*;x ) ) 
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/3*/3*  expansion rule. Call rjj*  the star formula of the rule. 

4>\4>\ V\ x 

(f>;(f>; XX (f>;il);ip*;x 

Too see that the a* rule is sound, assume that s universally satisfies -i($; ij)*;  x) 
inn M — (D,I). By (7.4), this means that there is at least one h : X -4 D for 
whichh there is no u with suft!*/'; x]^1 and no u with SUA[</>; tp; tp"; xV^- Thus, s 
universallyy satisfies ->{(p;x)  a nd _,(0;V';V'*;x ) m M. 

Forr the /3* rule, assume that s universally satisfies 4>\ij)*;x  m M.. Then for 
everyy h : X  ̂ D there are u,u' with . u , , ^ ]^ and „ I^*;x]^ - Then, by (7.4), 
eitherr u\x]tf or there is a ux with „[t/*] ^ and „ J ^ ^ x l ^ - Thus, s universally 
satisfiess either <fi;  x or <f>;  ip; ip*;  x in M. 

Closuree in the Limit . To deal with the inflationary nature of the a* and /3* 
ruless (the star formula of the rule reappears at a leaf node), we need a modification 
off  our notion of tableau closure. We allow closure in the limit , as follows. 

7.7.1.. DEFINITION. An infinite tableau branch closes in the limit if it contains 
ann infinite star development, i.e., an infinite number of a* or /?*  applications to 
thee same star formula. 

Examplee of Closure in the Limit . We will give an example of an infinite 
starr development. Consider formula (7.5): 

->3w->(3i;;; v — 0; (v ^ w; [v + l/f])* ; v = w). (7.5) 

Whatt (7.5) says is that there is no object w that cannot be reached in a finite 
numberr of steps from v = 0, or in other words that the successor relation v \-¥ V+l, 
consideredd as a graph, is well-founded. This is the Peano induction axiom: it 
characterizess the natural numbers up to isomorphism. What it says is that any set 
AA that contains 0 and is closed under successor contains all the natural numbers. 
Thee fact that Peano induction is expressible as an ££ formula is evidence that 
£££ has greater expressive power than FOL. In FOL no single formula can express 
Peanoo induction: no formula can distinguish the standard model (N, s) from the 
non-standardd models. In a non-standard model of the natural numbers it may 
takee an infinite number of s-steps to get from one natural number n to a larger 
numberr m. 

Thee expressive power of £s*  is the same as that of quantified dynamic logic [Pra76, 
Gol92].. Arithmetical truth is undecidable, so there can be no unitary refutation 
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3w->(3v;3w->(3v; v = 0; (v ̂  w\ [v + l/v])* ; v = w) 

[wi/w]-i(3v;[wi/w]-i(3v;  v = 0; (v ̂  w; [v + l/v])* ; v = w) 

->([UJI/VJ,, 0/v]; (v ^ w; [v + l/v])* ; v = w) 

->([wi/w,, 0/v]; v = w) 

^{[w^{[w xx/w,/w, 0/v]; v  ̂ w; [v + l/v] ; (v ft w; [v + l/v])* ; v = w) 

I I 

I I 
->([wi/w,->([wi/w,  l/v];  (v  ̂ w; [v + l/v])* ; v = w) 

^([wi/w,^([wi/w, l/v] ; v = w) 

->([wi/w,->([wi/w,  l/v] ; v ^ w; [v + l/v] ; (v ̂  w; [v + l/v])* ; v = VJ) 

I I 
11 T^IV I 

^([WX/VJ,, 2/v]; (v ^ w; [v + l/v])* ; v = w) 

->([w\/w,->([w\/w,  2/v]; v = w) 

-i([wi/w,-i([wi/w,  2/v]; v ^ VJ; [v + l/v] ; (u ̂  w; [v + l/v])* ; v = UJ) 

I I 
22 ^ tvi 

-i([wi/w,-i([wi/w,  3/v]; (v T̂  w; [v + l/v])* ; v = VJ) 

->([WI/VJ,, 3/v]; v = w) 

-"([VJI/VJ,, 3/v];v ^ u>; [v + l/v] ; (v ^ VJ; [v + l/v])* ; v = VJ) 
I I 

3 ^ V JI I 

-I([TVI/VJ ,, 4/V] ; (V ^ VJ; [v + l/v])* ; v = VJ) 

-I([WI/UJ,, 4/v]; v = w) 

->([VJI/UJ,, 4/v]; v T̂  w; [v + l/v] ; (v ^ VJ; [v + l/v])* ; v = VJ) 

I I 
44 T̂  TVi 

-I([ÏVI/IÜ ,, 5/v]; (v ^ w; [v + l/v])* ; v = VJ) 

x x 

Figuree 7.8: 'Infinit e Proof' of the Peano Induction Axiom. 
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systemm for ££. The unitary tableau system for £ s is evidence for the fact that 
DFOL(<7,, U) validity is recursively enumerable: all non-validities are detected by 
aa finite tableau refutation. This property is lost in the case of ££: the language 
iss just too expressive to admit of finitary tableau refutations. 

Therefore,, some tableau refutations must be infinitary, and the tableau devel-
opmentt for the negation of (7.5) is a case in point. Let us see what happens if we 
attemptt to refute the negation of (7.5). A successful refutation will identify the 
naturall  numbers up to isomorphism. See Figure 7.8. This is indeed a successful 
refutation,, for the tree closes in the limit . But the refutation tree is infinite: it 
takess an infinite amount of time to do all the checks. 

7.7.2.. THEOREM (SOUNDNESS THEOREM FOR C%). The calculus f or 
DFOL(a,DFOL(a, U, * ) is sound: 

ForFor all <f>,  ip € C^: if the tableau for <f>]  ->(ip) closes then <f>  f= ip. 

Thee modified tableau method does not always give finite refutations. Still, it 
iss a very useful reasoning tool, more powerful than Hoare reasoning, and more 
practicall  than the infinitary calculus for quantified dynamic logic developed in 
[Gol82,, Gol92]. Dynamic logic itself has been put to practical use, e.g. in KIV , a 
systemm for interactive software verification [Rei95]. It is our hope that the present 
calculuss can be used to further automate the software verification process. 

Precondition/postconditionn Reasoning. For a further example of reasoning 
withh the calculus, consider formula (7.6). This gives an C% version of Euclid's 
GCDD algorithm. 

{x{x ^y\{x> y; [x - y/x] Uy>x;[y- x/y]))*]  x = y. (7.6) 

Too do automated precondition-postcondition reasoning on this, we must find a 
triviall  correctness statement. Even if we don't know what gcd(x, y) is, we know 
thatt its value should not change during the program. So putting gcd(x, y) equal 
too some arbitrary value and see what happens would seem to be a good start. We 
wil ll  use the correctness statement z = gcd(x, y). The statement that the result 
getss computed in x can then take the form z = x. The program with these trivial 
correctnesss statements included becomes: 

zz = gcd(x,y); 

(x(x ^ y; (x > y; [x - y/x]; z = gcd(x, y) U y > x; [y - x/y]] z = gcd(x, y)))*; 
xx = y\ z = x. 

(7.7) ) 
Wee can now put the calculus to work. Abbreviating 

{x{x  y; [x - y/x]] z = gcd(x, y) U y > x; [y - x/y]] z = gcd(x, y)))* 

ass A*, we get: 
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[gcd{x,[gcd{x, y)/z];x = y;z = x 

xx = y, gcd(x, y) = x 

[gcd(z,, y)/z]; A;A*;x = y\z = x 

x>y x>y 

gcd(x,y)gcd(x,y) =gcA{x-y,y) 

[gcd{x,[gcd{x, y)/z,x - y/x]; A"; 

xx = y; z = x 

y>y> x 

gcd(x,, y) = gcd(:r, y - x) 

[gcd(x,[gcd(x, y)/z,y - x/y]; A'; 

xx = y; z = x 

Thee second split is caused by an application of the rule for U. By the soundness 
off  the calculus any model satisfying the annotated program (7.7) will satisfy one 
off  the branches. This shows that if the program succeeds (computes an answer), 
thee following disjunction will be true: 

(x(x = yAgcd(x,y) = x) 

VV  {x > y A gcd(x, y) = gcd(x - y, y) A <p) 

VV  (y > x A gcd(:r, y) = gcd(x, y - x) A ip) 

(7.; ; 

Heree (j>  abbreviates [gcd(x,y)/z,x - y/x];A*;x = y;z = x and ip abbreviates 
[gcd(x,y)/z,y[gcd(x,y)/z,y - x/y]\A*\x = y;z = x. Prom this it follows that the following 
weakerr disjunction is also true: 

(x(x = yAgcd(x,y) = x) 

VV  (x>yAgcd(x,y)=gcd{x-y,y)) 

VV  {y > xAgcd(x,y) =gcd(x,y-x)) 

Notee that (7.9) looks remarkably like a functional program for GCD. 

(7.9) ) 

7.88 Completeness for DFOL (a, U, *) 

Thee method of trace sets for proving completeness from Section 7.6 still applies. 
Tracee sets for DFOL(er, U, *) will have to satisfy the obvious extra conditions. 
Inn order to preserve the correspondence between trace sets and open tableau 
branches,, we must adapt the definition of a fair computation rule. A computation 
rulee F for £* s is fair if it is fair for £E, and in addition, the following holds for 
alll  branches B in T^: 

•• All formulas of type a*, /3*  occurring on B or in $ were used to expand B. 

Wee can again prove a trace lemma for DFOL(<r, U, *) , in the same manner as 
before:: Again, open branches in the supremum of a fair tableau sequence will 
correspondd to trace sets, and we can satisfy these trace sets in canonical models. 
Thee definition of trace sets is extended as follows: 
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7.8.1.. DEFINITION. A set V of ££. formulas is a *-trac e set if the following 
hold: : 

•• * is a trace set, 

•• If ft*  € $ then at least one ft € $ . 

•• If <f>;  tp*; x € \&, then there is some n > 0 with <fc i/?m; % ^ *& for all m > n. 
Similarlyy for ((<£; ^*; x)). 

•• For all <j>,  if>, x it holds that ->(0; ^*; X) £ * . 

Notee that the final two requirements are met thanks to our stipulation about 
closuree in the limit. In the same manner as before, we get: 

7.8.2.. THEOREM (COMPLETENESS FOR £*). For all <f>,ip  e C*: if <j>  (= tf> then 
thethe tableau for 0; ->(V>) closes. 

Soo we have a complete logic for DFOL(cr, U, *), but of course it comes at a 
price:: we may occasionally get in a refutation loop. However, as our tableau 
constructionn examples illustrate, this hardly affects the usefulness of the calculus. 

7.99 Related Work 
Comparisonn wit h tableau reasoning for  (fragments of) FOL. The present 
calculuss for DFOL can be viewed as a more dynamic version of tableau style rea
soningg for FOL and for modal fragments of FOL. Instead of just checking for valid 
consequencee and constructing counterexamples from open tableau branches, our 
openn tableau branches yield computed answer bindings as an extra. The con
nectionn with tableau reasoning for FOL is also evident in the proof method of 
ourr completeness theorems. Our calculus can be used for FOL reasoning via the 
followingg translation of FOL into DFOL: 

(ft-) ' ' 
(-4)' (-4)' 

(4>Ai!>y (4>Ai!>y 

(*v^ r r 
(3x<t>y (3x<t>y 

{Vx(f>y {Vx(f>y 

== pt 

==  -^ 
== ^' ; ^ 
== ^u f 
== &;0 1 
== - i ( 3 x ; ^ # ) 

Itt is easy to check that for every FOL formula <j>  it holds that <fi*  = ((0*)), i.e., all 
FOLL translations are DFOL tests. Moreover, the translation is adequate in the 
sensee that for every FOL formula <j>  over signature E, every E-model Ai, every 
valuationn s for M it holds that M \= t <f>  iff ,[<£']^. 
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Connectionn wit h Logic Programming. The close connection between tableau 
reasoningg for DFOL and Logic Programming can be seen by developing a DFOL 
tableauu for the following formula set: 

VxA(Q,, x,x)yxVyVz\/i(A(x, y, z) -+ A{\i\x\, y, [t|*])) , -BxA{[a\[6|u], [c|[]], x). 

Thiss will give a tableau for the append relation, with a MGU substitution {x i-» 
[a|[&|c|[]]]}}  that closes the tableau, where x is the universal tableau variable used 
inn the application of the 7 rule to -i3x.4([aj[&|[]] , [c|[]],a;). The example may 
servee as a hint to the unifying perspective on logic programming and imperative 
programmingg provided by tableau reasoning for DFOL. We hope to elaborate this 
themee in future work. 

Comparisonn wit h other  Calculi for  DFOL and for  DRT. The calculus 
developedd in [vE99a] uses swap rules for moving quantifiers to the front of for-
mulas.. The key idea of the present calculus is entirely different: encode dynamic 
bindingg in explicit bindings and protect outside environments from dynamic side 
effectss by means of block operations. In a sense, the present calculus offers a full 
accountt of the phenomenon of local variable use in DFOL. 

Kohlhasee [KohOO] gives a tableau calculus for DRT (Discourse Representation 
Theory,, see [Kam81]) that has essentially the same scope as the [vE99a] calculus 
forr DPL: the version of DRT disjunction that is treated is externally static, and 
thee DRT analogue of U is not treated. 

Kohlhase'ss calculus follows an old DRT tradition in relying on an implicit 
translationn to standard FOL: see [SE88] for an earlier example of this. Kohlhase 
motivatess his calculus with the need for (minimal) model generation in dynamic 
NLL semantics. In order to make his calculus generate minimal models, he replaces 
thee rule for existential quantification by a 'scratchpaper' version (well-known from 
textbookk treatments of tableau reasoning; see [Hin88] for further background, and 
forr discussion of non-monotonic consequence based on minimal models generated 
withh this rule). First try out if you can avoid closure with a term already available 
att the node. If all these attempts result in closure, it does not follow from this 
thatt the information at the node is inconsistent, for it may just be that we have 
'overburdened'' the available terms with demands. So in this case, and only in 
thiss case, introduce a new individual. 

Thiss 'exhaustion of existing terms' approach has the virtue that it generates 
'small'' models when they exist, whereas the more general procedure 'always in-
troducee a fresh variable and postpone instantiation' may generate infinite models 
wheree finite models exist. Note, however, that the strategy only makes sense for 
aa signature without function symbols, and for a tableau calculus without free 
tableauu variables. 

Kohlhasee discusses applications in NL processing, where it often makes sense 
too construct a minimal model for a text, and where the assumption of mini-
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malityy can be used to facilitate issues of anaphora resolution and presupposition 
handling. . 

Comparisonn wit h Apt and Bezem's Executable FOL. Apt and Bezem 
presentt what can be viewed as an exciting new mix of tableau style reasoning 
andd model checking for FOL. Our treatment of equality uses a generalization of 
aa stratagem from their [AB98]: in the context of a partial variable map 9, they 
calll  v = t a $ assignment if v £ dom{9), and all variables occurring in t are in 
dom(9).dom(9). We generalize this on two counts: 

•• Because our computation results are bindings (term maps) rather than maps 
too objects in the domain of some model, we allow computation of non-
groundd terms as values. 

•• Because our bindings are total, in our calculus execution of t\ = t  ̂ atoms 
neverr gives rise to an error condition. 

Itt should be noted for the record that the first of these points is addressed in 
[AptOO].. Apt and Bezem present their work as an underpinning for Alma-0, a 
languagee that infuses Modula style imperative programming with features from 
logicc programming (see [ABPS98]). In a similar way, the present calculus provides 
logicall underpinnings for Dynamo, a language for programming with an extension 
off DFOL. For a detailed comparison of Alma-0 and Dynamo we refer the reader 
too [vE98b]. 

Connectionn wit h WHILE , GCL. It is easy to give an explicit binding se
manticss for WHILE, the favorite toy language of imperative programming from 
thee textbooks (see e.g., [NN92]), or for GCL, the non-deterministic variation on 
thiss proposed by Dijkstra (see, e.g. [DS94]). DFOL is in fact quite closely related 
too these, and it is not hard to see that DFOL(a, U, *) has the same expressive 
powerr as GCL. Our tableau calculus for DFOL(<7, U, *) can therefore be regarded 
ass an execution engine cum reasoning engine for WHILE or GCL. 

Connectionn wit h PDL, QDL. We can see that there is also a close connection 
betweenn DFOL(<r, U, *) on one hand and propositional dynamic logic (PDL) and 
quantifiedd dynamic logic (QDL) on the other. QDL is a language proposed in 
[Pra76]] to analyze imperative programming, and PDL is its propositional version. 
Seee [Seg82, Par78] for complete axiomatizations of PDL, [Gol92] for an exposition 
off both PDL and QDL, and for a complete (but infinitary) axiomatization of 
QDL,, [HKT84] for an overview, and [Har79] for a a study of QDL and various 
extensions.. In PDL/QDL, programs are treated as modalities and assertions 
aboutt programs are formulas in which the programs occur as modal operators. 
Thus,, if A is a program, (A)<f>  asserts that A has a successful termination ending 
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inn a state satisfying </>.  As is well-known, this cannot be expressed without further 
adoo in Hoare logic. 

Thee main difference between DFOL(cr, U, *) and PDL /QDL is that in the 
formerr the distinction between formulas and programs is abolished. Everything 
iss a program, and assertions about programs are test programs that are executed 
alongg the way, but with their dynamic effects blocked. To express that A has 
aa successful termination ending in a <j>  state, we can just say ((^4; </>)). To check 
whetherr A has a successful termination ending in a 0 state, t ry to refute the 
statementt by constructing a tableau for -*(A; <ft). 

Too illustrate the connection with QDL and PDL, consider MIX , the first of 
thee two PDL axioms for *: 

[A*]4-*4>A[A][A']4.[A*]4-*4>A[A][A']4.  (7.10) 

Writingg this with (A), -i , A, V, and replacing -i<f>  by <f>,  we get: 

->(-,(A*)<l>A(<f>V(A)(A*)<j>)).->(-,(A*)<l>A(<f>V(A)(A*)<j>)).  (7.11) 

Thiss has the following DFOL(er, U, *) counterpart: 

- . ( - . ( A ' ; * ) ; ( * U ( J 4 M * ; 0 ) ) .. (7-12) 

Forr a refutation proof of (7.12), we leave out the outermost negation. 

- . ( J ! * ; * ) ; ( * U ( 4 A * ; 0 ) ) 

I{A';4>) I{A';4>) 

{<f>U(A;A*;<f>)) {<f>U(A;A*;<f>)) 
I I 

-,</, -,</, 

->(A;A*;</>) ->(A;A*;</>) 

f ^  ̂ (A; A*;*) 
xx x 

Thee tableau closes, so we have proved that (7.12) is a DFOL(cr, U, *) theorem 
(andd thus, a DFOL(cr, U, *) validity). 

Wee will also derive the validity of the DFOL(<7, U, *) counterpart to IND, the 
otherr PDL axiom for *: 

{4,A[A*]{4>^[A]<t>))^[A*)ct>.{4,A[A*]{4>^[A]<t>))^[A*)ct>.  (7.13) 

Equivalently,, this can be writ ten with only (^4), -i , A, V, as follows: 

- . (^^ A -i{A*)(f  A (A)^>) A {A')->4>). (7.14) ) 
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Thee DF0L(<7, U, *) counterpart of (7.14) is: 

- . ( f c i ( j 4 » ; M ; - * ) ; A W ) .. (7.15) 

Wee will give a refutation proof of (7.15) in two stages. First, we show that (7.16) 
cann be refuted for any n > 0, and next, we use this for the proof of (7.15). 

fc-,(ii';*;fc-,(ii';*;  4 - * ) ; ; ! " ; - + (7.16) 

Heree is the case of (7.16) with n = 0: 

^(A*;<f>;A;-«f>) ^(A*;<f>;A;-«f>) 

Bearingg in mind that A is a dynamic action and <p is a test, we can apply the 
rulee of Negation Splitting (Section 7.4) to formulas of the form ->(An; (f>\ A; -xft), 
ass follows: 

Notee that ^(An; <j>;  A; -i<£) can be derived from -.(A*; cj>;  A; -<4>)  by n applications 
off  the o:*  rule. Using this, we get the following refutation tableau for the case of 
(7.16)) withn = fe + 1: 

- . (A* ;&A; -M£ ) ) 

Thee left-hand branch closes because of the refutation of 0; ~>(A*;  <j>\  A; -xj>);  Ak; -«l>, 
whichh is given by the induction hypothesis. 

Next,, use these refutations of -K£, A; -uf>, A2; -xj>, ..., to prove (7.15) by 
meanss of a refutation in the limit , as follows: 
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fc-i(j4«;rt4-*M*;-* fc-i(j4«;rt4-*M*;-* 

-.(A'jfcA;-* ) ) 

i 4 j i 4 ' ; - ^ ^ 

A ; ^ ^ 
,44 V ; ^ 

, 4 2 ; ^ ^ 
43;4*;-u £ £ 

Thiss closed tableau establishes (7.15) as a DFOL(u, U, *) theorem. That clo-
suree in the limi t is needed to establish the DFOL(<r, U, *) induction principle is 
nott surprising. The DFOL *-rules express that * computes a fix-point, while the 
factt that this fix-point is a least fix-point is captured by the stipulation about 
closuree in the limit . The induction principle (7.15) hinges on the fact that * 
computess a least fix-point. 

Goldblattt [Gol82, Gol92] develops an infinitary proof system for QDL with 
thee following key rule of inference: 

Iff  <f>  -»• \Ai\ A%]ij)  is a theorem for every n € N, then cj) -+ [Ai;A2]ip  is a theorem. 
(7.17) ) 

Too see how this is related to the present calculus, assume that one attempts to 
refutee <p ->• [AI;A^IJJ, or rather, its DFOL(cr, U, *) counterpart -i{<t>;  A^\ A\\ -*/>), 
onn the assumption that for any n € N there exists a refutation of <j>;  A\\ A%; -rf. 

<j>;AiiAZ;-*l> <j>;AiiAZ;-*l> 

</>;A</>;A 11;A;A22;->i{> ;->i{> 

<j>;Ai;A<j>;Ai;A 22;A;A22;^ ;^ 

x x 
<l>;<l>;  Ai;A2; A^A^, A^;-iip 

4>;A4>;A11;A;A22;A;A22;A;A22;-'ip ;-'ip 

x x 
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Wee can close off the faA^A^-iip branches by the assumption that there 
existt refutations for these, for every n € N. The whole tableau gives an infinite 
/3**  development, and the infinite branch closes in the limit , so the tableau closes, 
thuss establishing that in the DFOL(a, U, *) calculus validity of -<(0; Ai\ A^; -t̂ >) 
followss from the fact that ->(<£; A\\ A^; -"VO is valid for every n G N. 

7.100 Conclusion 
Startingg out from an analysis of binding in dynamic FOL, we have given a tableau 
calculuss for reasoning with DFOL. The format for the calculus and the role of 
explicitt bindings for computing answers to queries were motivated by our search 
forr logical underpinnings for programming with (extensions of) DFOL. The DFOL 
tableauu calculus presented here constitutes the theoretical basis for Dynamo, a 
toyy programming language based on DFOL. To find the answer to a query, given 
aa formula 4> considered as Dynamo program data, Dynamo essentially puts the 
tableauu calculus to work on a formula <j>,  all the while checking predicates with 
respectt to the fixed model of the natural numbers, and storing values for variables 
fromm the inspection of equality statements. If the tableau closes, this means 
thatt (j>  is inconsistent (with the information obtained from testing on the natural 
numbers),, and Dynamo reports 'false'. If the tableau remains open, Dynamo 
reportss that <j>  is consistent (again with the information obtained from inspecting 
predicatess on the natural numbers), and lists the computed bindings for the 
outputt variables at the end of the open branches. But the Dynamo engine also 
workss for general tableau reasoning, and for general queries. Literals collected 
alongg the open branches together with the explicit bindings at the trail ends 
constitutee the computed answers. We report on the development of Dynamo in 
thee next chapter. 




